LGBTQ+ STUDENT TRAVEL RESOURCES
No matter your sexual orientation or gender identity, you deserve to be safe when on the road.

OVERALL LGBTQ+ POLICY TALLY MAP
*visit http://www.lgbtmap.org/equality-maps for more policy maps

- high overall policy tallies
- medium overall policy tallies
- low overall policy tallies
- negative overall policy tallies

LGBTQ+ POPULATION COVERED BY LAWS

- 45% of the LGBTQ+ population lives in states with high overall policy tallies
- 9% of the LGBTQ+ population lives in states with medium overall policy tallies
- 38% of the LGBTQ+ population lives in states with low overall policy tallies
- 8% of the LGBTQ+ population lives in states with negative overall policy tallies

http://www.lgbtmap.org/equality-maps
A resource that tracks current LGBTQ+ laws in every state

WEBSITES

- https://www.lgbtcenters.org/
  Locate LGBT+ Resource Centers in your area

- https://transequality.org/know-your-rights/airport-security
  Airport Travel Guide

APPS

- https://peoplelikemeapp.com/
  An app that helps you find LGBTQ+ friendly businesses

- https://www.refugeeRESTROOM.org/
  Helps you find gender neutral restrooms in your immediate area

TRAVEL SAFETY CHECKLIST

- Check Hate Crime Laws and Discrimination Protections before you go into a new state
- Go to the bathroom in pairs at gas stations
- Check rooming rules with your school
- If your preferred name does not match your ID or credit cards, have documentation that explains why (Doctor’s note, name change petition)
- Hormone medicines need to be prescribed to you